
Year 3 Week 9  

This week, when exploring the World’s Oceans, we look at The Great Barrier Reef off the North-Eastern Australian 

Coast in the Pacific Ocean. A beautiful and endangered area of outstanding natural beauty. Find out how it is 

created, what lives there, why it is important and unfortunately why it is under threat!  

As always, if you have any issues accessing the content, or would like some guidance with the activities, please email 

your class teacher on 3K@greattotham.essex.sch.uk or 3P@greattotham.essex.sch.uk don’t wait for an issue though, 

you can just let us know what you have been up to and send a photo perhaps. We would love to hear from you!   

  

Maths  

The focus this week is on money. As always, through the MyMaths.co.uk website, lessons can be found here to help 

you; these can be found by logging in with your child’s log in details. The homework sheet is also there but do not 

feel you need to complete this – as with all the activities in the home learning packs they are optional.  

  

Activity 1  Pounds and pence fluency 1  

Activity 2  Pounds and pence problems 2  

Activity 3  Adding money fluency 3  

Activity 4  Adding money problems 4  

  

For an online way to revise money here is a nice investigation: https://nrich.maths.org/223  

  

English  

In English, we will look at The Great Barrier Reef with a reading comprehension and some chances to be creative 

with a descriptive writing and persuasive task. Spelling Punctuation and Grammar (SPaG) still focusses on speech 

punctuation.   

Poster as a reminder of the rules of speech.  

Reading Comprehension  Barrier Reef Comprehension Question 

Sheet  

Writing 1  GBR Writing 1 - Persuasion  

Writing 2  GBR Writing 2 - Descriptive  

Spelling/grammar  Applying rules of speech  

  

For an extension why not read the Great Barrier Reef threats sheet and see if you can figure out what is creating the 

issues and what damage it is causing. Here’s a challenge for you…read a chapter of your favourite book every night 

before you go to bed, you could even share it with a member of your family and make it really special!  

  

Foundation Subjects  

Get creative with a 3D ocean diorama, you pick the theme and use whatever you have around the house to create a 

masterpiece – send some pictures to your teacher’s email accounts, they would love to see your results. The website 

also has some downloadable backgrounds which can be printed.  

Create a poster to show the implications of plastic pollution. Read the information and see how you can get your 

message across in a simple yet effective way. Use pictures, bubble writing, slogans and make it hammer the message 

home that if we (humans) don’t change something it is our oceans and animals that will suffer the most!  

Without wishing to state the obvious but….. Our oceans are made of up water and water is also vital to our very 

existence (in fact we are nearly 60% made of water ourselves). Water also plays a very important part in many 

religions. Why not have a look at the Water in religion information and see if you can find out more information 

about the importance of water to religion before filling in the water in religion activity sheets.  
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Why not complete your habitats sheet from last week with this final task: animal habitats.  

Set yourself a challenge this week, can you do a mile a day? Half a mile? Whatever you can manage! Record your 

results on a chart or maybe just complete a circuit in your garden doing sit ups, push ups and burpees. Work on your 

football skills or tennis skills by adding a skill station. Make it a real challenge and see how long you can hold a plank 

position for! Make sure you hold the position correct and add 10 secs every day!  

   

Other Resources  

There continues to be a vast array of online resources accessible for children learning at home. Some of the core 

aspects to this home learning offer are cited below – please also look at the ‘What’s on’ section of the website for 

links to other websites and what’s being offered via social media. These are signposts only and parents need to make 

their own assessments about what is appropriate for their child.   

  

Use the click through 
links from the home 
pages to find the year 

group and  
subject of choice.  

https://www.thenational.academy/  

 Use the click through links 
from the home pages to find 
the year group and subject of 
choice.  

  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons  
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